Smart Home Control

A Control System is the interface between you and your home.

SYSTEM S

A Control System allows you to communicate with your home. Any device in your home can
be integrated, from lighting solutions to audio and video, window shades to garden sprinklers
and even the garage door. The options are unlimited. If you can think of it chances are we
can control it.

Whether you are thinking
about a wired or wireless
system, EASE has a systems
to meet all of you
requirements.

ENERGY
M AN AG MENT
Track the amount of power
that you are using and
determinate what system is
using the power through out
your home.
Knowing where your power

A good Control System Interface should be easy to use (for all family members), yet
functional enough to complete all tasks required. It should also integrate seamlessly with
your décor and be available for use throughout your home
In today’s world, people are becoming more and more concerned with their power usage –
not only in an effort to save money but also to reduce our negative effects on the
environment. A key feature in any new smart home is the ability to monitor and track power
consumption and adjust your usage to prevent, not only preventing nasty power bills but also
protecting our environment as you do it!.
Touch Panels and Tablets are becoming a popular user interface for systems. Screen design
and colour can be customised to your individual preferences. Smart wall switches provide a
functional, robust and visually appealing control option.
A control system doesn’t have to be a whole home affair, it can be dedicated to a single
room such as a home theatre, where you can control all aspects of the room such as
heating, lighting, shutters as well as all the Audio and Video components from one location.

goes helps you save power
and money

All these benefits aren’t limited to the home either, we can offer the same services to office
spaces, retail, and commercial sites.

INTEGR ATE
WITH:

At EASE we tailor our solutions specifically to you and your home, reflecting your needs. We
offer a large range of equipment from many different manufacturers to ensure that you get
the best solution.

 Lighting

Contact us today on 021 220 3920 or at info@easeintegration.co.nz to arrange a free
consultation.

 Blinds
 Curtains
 Louvers
 Irrigation system
 Gates
 Heating system
 CCTV
 Alarm
 Audio / Video
 Projectors
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